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EDITOR’S RANT
After a somewhat subdued first half of 2018 – this through the lens
of frenzied activity throughout 2016 and 2017 – the law of averages
seems to be kicking back in, with an onslaught of good news items
in the past month that has left our news desk working overtime.
An impressive line-up of hibernating vendors has emerged to divest
more top-dollar prizes to acquisitive operators. Some recently rare
high-profile Sydney operations have become available, and surging
groups have been swelling the coffers with new high-performers,
few more so than Iris, buying, building and overhauling across
Sydney and increasingly all over the Hunter region and Newcastle.
The real estate market recently saw the offering of a boutique
$30m collection in Tasmania, potentially the state with the greatest
growth potential in this era, and greenfield sites are springing up
around the country, as a robust industry seeks to grow the size of
the pie rather than continue to pay more and more per slice. Many
of the greatest opportunities are being seen in areas benefitting
from the shift of demographics and changing lifestyle. But while the
build-it-and-they-will-come mindset is ideal in these scenarios, it
would be naïve to think this isn’t at least in part at the expense and
demise of less relevant operations from eras gone by. The pie isn’t
without limit.
NSW has seen some significant rule changes of late, and while the
pendulum is swinging toward relaxing some of the draconian laws
blanketing entire precincts, thriving Newcastle was recently told
the lights would continue to stay off for late-night trading for the
indefinite future.
The National AHA Awards are always a highlight of the industry
calendar, bringing the best of the best to the table to honour the
posterchild for dozens of aspects of hospitality over the past year.
While patronage and therefore investment will likely always favour
the bigger capitals, it was fantastic to see a hard-work hands-on
lady publican from the Adelaide Hills take the top gong for Hotel
of the Year. PubTIC is proud to have profiled the acclaimed Crafers
Hotel last month.
As we step up pace into the downhill slide to New Year, it seems
the best of 2018 has been saved ‘til last. I’m reflectively looking
forward to more overtime.
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The Power
of Snacks
New research from Nielsen in the UK has shattered
conventional wisdom that ‘snacks’ are unplanned and
impulsive. Snackers fall into distinct categories that can be
serviced, and these motivations used to help snack-seeking
feet through the door.
The study found snackers fell into seven profiles, defining
opportunities for pubs to target.

In venues, what constitutes a ‘snack’ could be loosely
attributed to two categories: free nibbles, perhaps stationed
on the bar, and cheap menu items that may also be available
after the kitchen is closed. Many pubs are looking to maintain
or increase service levels to attract and retain loyal patrons.
Welcoming new or treasured guests with something extra can
create a very positive tone.
Bite Size is an Australian company that specialises in no-cost
snacks for use in pubs, for an assortment of motivations. The
company boasts over 130 Royal Fine Food Awards, and such
options are used in many venues as a show of appreciation,
often to gaming floor patrons that don’t wish to leave their
seat to source something to eat.

LNY Cookie Box

Impulsive: more likely to try new things. This is most like the
traditional stereotype.
Promotional: make decisions based on price, responding to
‘bargain’ opportunities.
Indulgent: choosing a snack as a reward or treat.
Planned: consistently pre-plan their various snack for
throughout the day.
Investigator: will consider a range of factors, including
ingredients, price and choice.
Meal replacement: those looking for a substitute for a regular
meal that may have been missed or skipped.
Healthy: seek options that are low in sugar or salt and
primarily natural ingredients and processes.
The Nielsen study found that any one person will likely
move through several of these profiles, particularly over
the course of time. Across the board there was a distinct
preference for fruit and vegetable-based snacks during
the week, and more indulgent choices like chocolate and
popcorn on the weekend.
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One of Bite Size’s most popular items is the LNY (Lunar New
Year) almond cookie box, considered good luck during the
Chines festivities. Many pubs and clubs give these away to
guests upon entry at this time, as a token of good fortune for
the coming year.
The humble coffee accompaniment can be an opportunity to
offer guests a free surprise that will likely also result in more
coffee sales. Bite Size does a range of award-winning biscuits
in this style.
Another product the company reports is popular with pubs is
a promotional item that can be tailored to specific occasions
or the venue, such as the commemorative range pictured for
Legacy Australia, handed out during Anzac Day celebrations.
These individually wrapped products can also be used as
a self-serve option in gaming rooms when floor service or
vending machines are not available.
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the spice mix: 1/2 teaspoon onion powder, 1/2 teaspoon garlic
powder, 1 1/2 teaspoons smoked paprika, 3/4 teaspoon sugar
(powdered), 1/2 teaspoon oregano (dried).
- Cut the boneless chicken into 1 inch bite sized pieces.
Mix all marinade ingredients and rub all over the chicken.
Marinate for at least half an hour.
- Season the flour and panko breadcrumbs for coating with
salt and pepper. To start making popcorn chicken, arrange
an assembly line of sorts. Place flour, buttermilk and
breadcrumbs next to each other along with the chicken.
Arrange a wire rack to place the chicken once crumb
coated.
- Start by lightly coating the chicken with flour, dip in
buttermilk, then coat with breadcrumbs and place on wire
rack. Repeat for all chicken.
- Heat oil for frying and deep fry in batches on medium heat
till the chicken is cooked through and lightly brown on the
outside.

PubTIC asked JRM Hospitality, specialist consultant to the pub
trade under acclaimed chef James Metcalfe, to whip up some
tasty ideas for readers to try in the kitchen.
Spiced Nuts (free on the bar)
2 cups pecans, 2 cups raw almonds, 1 cup walnuts, 1 cup
hazelnuts, 1 cup brazil nuts, 1 cup raw cashews, 1 cup shelled
raw pistachios, 1 cup unsalted peanuts
9 tablespoons unsalted butter, 3/4 cup packed light brown
sugar, 6 tablespoons curry powder, 2 teaspoons salt, 3
teaspoons cumin, 1 teaspoon cayenne
- Preheat oven to 300ºF. Line 2 large baking sheets with
parchment, and mist lightly with cooking spray. Mix all nuts
together in a large bowl.

- Meanwhile, mix together all spice mix ingredients. Dust the
chicken pieces with the spice mix as soon as they are fried.
This helps coat the mixture all over the chicken. Sprinkle
the spicy mix and toss the chicken in it while it’s still hot.
Serve hot with some sriracha chili sauce.
Cheese burger Jaffle (RRP$10)
2 slices of white sandwich bread, heavily buttered on the
outside, 35g cooked beef mice, 2 slices of burger cheese, 10
slices of pickles, 15g of American mustard spooned evenly
over bread.
Assemble: layer pickles, followed by beef, then cheese and
top with mustard and place in sandwich maker. Toast for 5
minutes. WARNING: when removing, it is very hot. Cut in half
with a carving knife to separate.
Serve: Place on plate with a ramekin of ketchup and pot of
chips.

- Melt butter with brown sugar, 6 Tbsp. water, curry, salt,
cumin and cayenne in a small pan over medium-low heat,
stirring until sugar dissolves. Pour over nuts and stir to
evenly coat.
- Divide nuts between baking sheets and spread into a single
layer. Bake until glazed and deep brown, shaking pans
occasionally, 25 to 30 minutes. Let cool on sheets, breaking
up any clumps. Store in an airtight container at room
temperature for up to 10 days.
Spicy popcorn chicken (RRP$9)
300 grams Chicken (Boneless), oil for frying. Marinade: 1
tablespoon Ginger Garlic (paste), 1 teaspoon Oregano (dried),
1 teaspoon Chili Powder, 1 teaspoon smoked paprika powder,
salt to taste. For the coating: 3/4 cup flour, 1/2 cup buttermilk,
3/4 cup panko (breadcrumbs), to taste salt (and pepper). For
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Instagram started as a humble photo-sharing app, and has blossomed into one of the
fastest growing and most influential social platforms, reaching one billion active users
every month. Today those little Instagram squares are full of marketing potential; here’s
how it can grow your audience. Kylie Kennedy reports
Less than 12 months after Instagram introduced business
profiles, some eight million companies converted. Now, the
latest Instagram statistics reveal it has over 25 million business
profiles worldwide.
How can Instagram benefit your establishment? Sixty per cent
of people say they discover new products on Instagram, and
200 million users visit at least one business profile daily.
Last year, Marketing Land found roughly 20 per cent of
Instagram’s monthly audience has used the app to visit a
brand’s website, get directions to a business location, or
contact a company by phone, email or direct message (DM).
Papaya PR specialise in social media for the food, beverage
and hospitality industries. Director Catherine Slogrove says,
“Instagram has nine million active users in Australia (Facebook
has 17 million active users), so there’s no doubt your market is
on it and you need to be connecting with them.”
It is not enough just to upload a photo and expect customers
to come flowing in. Instagram is about engaging with your
audience, and this can take time and patience. The Instagram
algorithm chooses what content will show up in a user’s feed.
The company explains, “The order of photos and videos in
your feed will be based on the likelihood you’ll be interested
in that content, your relationship with the person posting, and
the timeliness of the post.”
Essentially, business profiles have to work harder by uploading
content that grabs the attention of followers. If a post receives
a good share of likes and comments, the algorithm will tag it
quality content and more of your followers will see it.

Get Noticed
“Interact. Interact. Interact! It’s not enough just to post,
you need to engage with your followers,” says Slogrove.
“Upload behind-the-scenes peeks, new products and special
8 | September 2018 PubTIC
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promotions. Running regular competitions is an almost surefire way to engage with your audience and having them tag
their friends for entries will help spread brand awareness.
Networking with your own community regularly will remind
customers of your presence. Also, make an effort to reply to
comments on your page; not only is it good manners, it will
also help to build your profile as Instagram loves interaction.”
Develop image-based marketing strategies that will get you
noticed.
“You eat with your eyes, and Instagram offers an incredible
opportunity to showcase mouth-watering eats. We have
clients who show the staff on their phones what they want to
eat rather than choosing from the menu!”
The visual nature of Instagram means high quality photos are
expected if you want to exude professionalism. The layout
of your grid is important: being consistent with filters can
not only make your brand identifiable, but also keep the
page aesthetically pleasing. While a venue may not have a
professional photographer at their helm, there are many free
or cheap apps to jazz up photos, such as Photoshop Express,
VSCO, Snapseed, and Afterlight.
Not only do images have to look great, they also need
engaging captions to keep followers invested. In determining
popularity, the Instagram algorithm also takes into account
the amount of time a user spends viewing a post. Stop them
scrolling past by luring them in with an enticing caption. The
caption length may not make an impact on your engagement,
but the content of your caption can. Asking questions can
help encourage interaction.
While the first step is having good content, the next hurdle
is getting it noticed by the wider community. A way to gain
viewers to your Instagram page is to use “hashtags” – using
the # symbol before a keyword or phrase. It is a label for
content, helping users to quickly search across social media.

Adding hashtags will make a photo visible to a larger audience,
as the post generates on a public page with other images of
the same tag. Type #beer into Instagram and see what we
mean; at time of writing, there are 54.7 million #beer posts to
see).
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Tagging your location is important as it can build brand
awareness to people physically in your region. Actively search
for potential customers by clicking hashtags of the area and
interact with these accounts by liking, commenting and
following their page. Hopefully they will follow back, and even
better, visit your venue.
While there is a limit of 30 tags on a post, many think the
sweet spot lies between nine to 11 hashtags. A Simply
Measured Instagram study revealed 91 percent of posts by
top brands have seven or fewer hashtags. Try to be relevant
with your hashtags selection to maximise exposure – it can
take some practise and research to suss out what works.
Scrutinising your competitor’s hashtag game can also help.
If extra assistance is needed, there are free apps such as
Autohash, which finds relevant hashtags for images using
AI. Display Purposes is also free and recommends additional
hashtags for your photo.
Even the amount you post can affect your followers. It can
be pretty disheartening watching your followers start to drop
after you have worked so hard to gain them. With posting,
consistency is the key. If you upload too much – say over
five times a day – your followers may get sick of your posts
clogging their feed. Post too infrequently and your followers
may forget who you are.
The time you post can affect how many people see the
post. Wednesday and Friday are proving to attract a high
engagement level, particularly during lunch hours, after
work or late evening. Sunday reach is typically low. There are
marketing platforms designed for Instagram, such as Later,
which helps plan and schedule posts.
Research your audience with Instagram’s built-in free Insights
tool, receiving real-time metrics on how your posts perform,
the gender of who is interacting with you, their age range,
locations, how many have clicked on to your website, and
which days and hours your posts have performed most
favourably.

Natural or driven
Many businesses pay to promote posts to people who do not
currently follow their page. These ads can be targeted based
on certain traits, like gender and age group.

business is, and which country it is in.
“We are very passionate about Instagram and work hard to
consistently provide quality content. We look for inspiration
from others but usually make our own game and in doing so
it takes time.”
The pub’s page grew by choosing trending hashtags and
maintaining engaging content. To facilitate this, they
employed a full-time social media manager who is always
assessing the current trends. Ensuring their Instagram grid
looks ‘on-point’ is crucial to the brand identity.
“We deliver to our market versatile posts by having a
balance of food, beverage, emotion, behind the scenes and
celebrations. We keep it fresh. We often post live videos,
current promotions and on event days keep the public
interested through Instastory.”
Stories open up a full-screen slideshow of photos or videos
that can be customised with stickers or emojis, and disappear
within 24 hours. An Instagram survey found users perceive a
brand to be more authentic with this feature.
“More than one in three said that they have become more
interested in a brand or product after seeing it in Instagram
Stories,” advises Instagram.
The Fiddler has discovered its foodie posts almost always
attract engagement.

The Fiddler in Rouse Hill has chosen to build a very organic
following, close to five thousand Followers and counting, and
generously spoke to PubTIC about marketing methods.

“We’re obsessed with our house-made desserts and our chef
Dave’s ridiculously good skill in making grazing tables look
incredible. Food photography is a worldwide phenomenon
and is trending like never before. Instagram has a huge
influence in making this happen ... a photo of someone’s event
showcases happiness and love, and it shows off our yummy
food and pretty venue. The social platform really is perfect for
food businesses.”

“We spend very little money on Instagram, and purely rely
on Followers’ likes. We believe in reaching our customers
through a realistic view, rather than a paid one where you see
thousands of Likes by Followers that have no idea who your

Now more than ever, users are interacting on Instagram, and
neglecting this app can mean you are ignoring thousands of
potential customers. Get ‘on the grid’ and help your customers
form a personal connection to your brand.

Influencer marketing is another option, whereby a business
can connect with a popular Instagram user with an
established audience to promote their product or venue.
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New Dawn At
The Evening Star
Bringing a family background in property development, Marcus Levy
formed the steadily growing Marvan Hotels over a decade ago. He has gone
on to underpin strategic pub operations with an inherent understanding of
property values and best-use.
The group currently counts seven distinctly different venues, requiring a
mulit-skilled operations manager to juggle the diverse requirements. Head
of group operations Alex Goold joined industry veteran designer Paul Kelly
for a chat with PubTIC on the transformation of the Evening Star.
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Goold has been with the group for just over a year, previously
working under Cyril Maloney at the Hotel Bondi, at the
Woollahra under Pignolet and the Ryans, and finally with the
Waughs before taking the group op’s role at Marvan.
“I think what you find with a lot of small groups, they focus
on one style or structure,” he says. “This group is quite
diverse. Now with this venue, it’s stretched us out even more;
technically you’d probably classify this as a small bar with a
great food offering.”
The long-standing Evening Star was a classic yesteryear pub
that had plodded through years of working-class and harddrinking patronage to one day find itself hopelessly out of date
in a new and fast-paced local demographic. It had famously
been an ‘off-the-record’ hub for hoards of journalists from
Newscorp, to the rear.
Today Surry Hills is jam-packed with creative types, fashion
houses and agencies, with some paying rents higher than in
the CBD. People work diverse hours and shifts, and while they
have plenty of small bars and restaurants on offer, and a good
assortment of classic pubs, there is little in-between.
In reconsidering the Star, the Marvan team has done a lot of
research into businesses in the area, toward something that
would really appeal to the people in them. They considered
scrapping the Evening Star brand completely, but wanted to
keep an element of pub values.
“We wanted to make sure we had that warm pub environment
within the venue,” says Goold. “With the kind of service you
expect in a local pub. We’ve kept the Evening Star name to
kind of remind the community that we are still that venue.”
But while some of its best bits could be retained, the Star
clearly needed a brand adjustment. The façade was upgraded,
including new traditional-style tiling and all new windows.
At the macro level, the kitchen was moved and completely

remodelled, and bathrooms added and upgraded.
Within the Evening Star persona, the pub needed something
more modern, and a finely-tuned food offering to tempt the
well-trodden and spoiled for choice locals. What emerged was
Gweilo, being a good-natured Cantonese slang term for white
person.
While the food was seen as one of most important drawcards
to get patrons in, and one of the best to promote in today’s
climate of social media, the redesign placed comparable
focus on the staff, the lighting and mood, and entertainment.
The interior has been carefully clad in soft curves and subtle
separations to create intimate spaces for groups or individuals
to linger.

Paul Kelly, Alex Goold
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“It doesn’t have the feeling of a restaurant, it doesn’t have the
feeling of a pub, but it’s got the feeling of a casual bar concept.
It’s very comfortable,” offers Paul Kelly over a glistening plate
of pork belly.
Enjoying an office just metres up the road, Kelly understands
first-hand there is a market for a pub in Surry Hills that isn’t
a sticky-carpet schooner house. He observed the successes
of thriving local restaurants and the greater need for femalefriendly alternatives, and non-traditional operating hours. He
envisioned a very unique design unlike anything he has done
or seen in his ongoing travels to explore trends in hospitality.
“We really wanted to do something that was a custom design,
custom product – ultimately a successful concept based on
the consumption of alcohol and food, but also with gaming.”
Based on Kelly’s design brief, tinged by visions of acid rain
and replicants courtesy of Blade Runner 2049, some elements
of the décor were outsourced, such as the striking, scowling
neon Gweilo face beside the kitchen by Tomorrow People,
and futuristic wall art by acclaimed Surry Hills artist Michael
Kennelly, whose mural behind the bar is a design digitally
printed onto 477 individual tiles. The theming even continues
to male, female and wheelchair versions of the Gweilo face on
the toilet doors.
“Then came the food concept,” continues Kelly. “Essentially
this is the Evening Star Hotel, and food concept called Gweilo.
I was fascinated with the concept that Asian people have a
name for us. There’s a tongue in cheek aspect to it. And we’re
selling Asian food, so it sort of brings the whole idea of race to
the table. There’s no room for racism really in Australia, so this
place is essentially the panda – it’s black, white and Asian,” he
laughs. “This area hasn’t seen something like this.”
“We always had in mind to put together a menu that was to be
shared,” furthers Goold. “It’s always been a part of the concept
development, to all have a little bit of everything, so they can
experience as much as possible. It was important to create
a product that excluded no-one, and street food when done
well really does speak to quite a lot of people, and there is
enough variety for us all to have something and be satisfied.
“People with more discerning palates enjoying the flavours
of the dish, where you might have other people enjoying
the theatrics. It’s like cocktails; I might not necessarily drink a
cocktail myself, but I love the theatrics.”
In the all-important kitchen Marvan has secured chef Seb
Gee, previously swinging the pots at the likes of Merivale’s
est., China Diner and Kid Kyoto, and inspired by his travels
throughout Asia. While Western cuisine is typically larger
dishes eaten by one person, snacks, and small share plates
speak to times of travel. Share plates are also really accessible
for women, who may want to try different things, and the
option of ordering dishes as required rather than per person.
“My father used to take me to Yum Cha; Chinese restaurants
have been convenient for as long as I can remember. Mexican
14 | September 2018 PubTIC

food, South American food – it’s all there to be shared. That
type of food is really gaining momentum, and if you’re not
allowing people to share an experience, you’re probably
missing out,” suggests Goold.
Equally important to the kitchen was having cocktails ontheme with the food, stimulating similar senses, and Goold
has engaged a dynamic bar manager he says is all over the
Surry Hills scene and clientele.
“It’s very easy these days to offer an espresso martini or Aperol
spritz, but developing a cocktail list that is very well thought
through is really what we want. It’s like a chef – they take the
same enthusiasm and respect for their product as a good chef
does, and that sort of enthusiasm to remain current in the
industry is hard to find. You’re putting your product in front
of someone, and nine out of ten may love it, then the tenth
person comes along and absolutely tears it to shreds and you
have to wear that criticism. A chef has the benefit of being
in the kitchen, where your bartender is right in front of the
customer.
“We’ve managed to secure a great chef and a great venue
manager. I can’t wait to see what they do long-term, because
they really want to bring out the best in each other. They’re
constantly talking about what they’re doing. We’ve only been
open five weeks and we’re already looking at changing the

MAJOR FEATURE
New into old
Behind the fancy finishes and visual feast of the Star’s Gweilo
was the handiwork of hospitality specialist builder Crosbie
Projects. The project involved a lot of detailing and custom
production, such as the brass-work and metal screens in the
gaming room, and the custom antique brass front door.
Complicating the build, the pub traded throughout, and
the extensive construction had to be executed in stages,
with internal hordings and passageways for patrons, and a
temporary gaming lounge in another part of the hotel. The
former kitchen was tiny, and vastly inadequate for the plans
ahead, needing to be redesigned in-situ to accommodate the
equipment wanted and produce a working solution.
The smoking solution incorporates new specialty electricallyoperated louvers, but as per any old structure adorned
in a century of retro-fitting the inevitable unknowns and
variations emerged. Opening the ceiling in the gaming area
for the smoking solution revealed hidden services essential
for the area’s air-conditioning. This came to include a new
mechanical ventilation system that had to be custom made.
“We couldn’t know about that until we opened the ceiling,”
reported Crosbie director George Karam. “Then to find they
were several weeks lead time? ... We really had to complete.
We got the gaming lounge to the point where we had
completed 98 per cent of it, the machines were all in, and
we still had a section of the ceiling open waiting for the

menu, because the guys have been working together to
develop their products better, bringing out new cocktails to
complement certain dishes.”

More than a small bar
Unlike a small bar, the Evening Star also has gaming, in fact
best-in-class in the precinct, with gold and neon styling, and
its own dispense bar and toilet facilities. But un-typically,
harmony with the rest of the venue has been achieved, while
maintaining suitable separation. Guests can visit either or both
and enjoy a similar experience.
“This venue is the first time actually integrating a gaming
concept with a bar concept,” explains Kelly. “As opposed to
typically we’ve had it as a very separate entity, here we tried
to combine it a bit. The polish from that comes up here and
vice-versa. In this particular circumstance, this area, they seem
to go together quite harmoniously, which is quite rare.”
This instance of the gaming offering melding into the balance
of the venue is firmly in keeping with the group’s approach.
It continues with service policy throughout the venue, which
sees nothing offered in the gaming room that isn’t available in
other parts of the venue.
16 | September 2018 PubTIC
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strategy. This is not an overnight concept, it’s going to be here
a long time.”
As Marvan the group gears up to welcome a newcomer into
the flock in coming months, the Star trades on and Gweilo
fine-tuning counts down the grand opening promotion on 4
October. Final touches are arriving in the way of ornaments
and artwork, and more neon screaming ‘Gweilo’ in the
windows, and final modifications to ensure a classy and very
unique destination boozer, with magnums of Rose and DJs
pumping …
“And really having a hell of a fun time with it, because that’s
what the market’s after, and food that’s fantastic. That’s all the
boxes that need to be ticked,” grins Kelly.
“We’re not one of those powerhouse groups,” says Goold.
“Sometimes we do have to open a venue and test it, and just
get a feel for what the people want. It’s a very tricky market,
this area, because you do have such a diverse group of people
crossing paths and mingling.
“Any good venue – you’ve got to evolve. Sometimes you’ve
got to do it a lot quicker than you’d hoped, but if you remain
flexible you can rebrand yourself, renew yourself, whether it’s
two week or two years. I think there’s enough in this venue to
go from a full-service restaurant, to a bar, to a pub, to a boozer.
It’s got that flexibility.”

mechanical ventilation motor.
“We managed to get a really good end result with the whole
back of house area for them. Quite a good operation for them
now.”

The complete picture
“I personally find often you have a disparity between venues,”
says Goold. “A hotelier might spend quite a lot of money on
a gaming room, and maybe not quite as much attention on
the actual food and beverage component to their product.
Here there’s been just as much attention on both levels, to
bring that whole complete concept to the customer. I love it,
personally.
“Paul and Marcus – they didn’t just put together a gaming
room and whack a bar in with a couple of beers, it was the
full package: food, beverage, gaming, music, it’s all there. And
that’s the way the group is evolving, providing those sorts of
venues.”
“Marvan Hotels has been around for 10+ years,” offers Kelly. “I
guess now Marcus has got a confidence in the market that his
staff and his team is able to pull off these sorts of things. It’s
not necessarily an operation that’s going to be an overnight
success. Some of the stuff we’re doing, he’s really going for
some wide, dynamic concepts that yes, are higher risk – but
a better, rounded business. This place is a bit of a long-term
September 2018 PubTIC | 17

BEER BUSINESS

With Sydney Beer Week getting ready to kick
off on 26 October and venues Sydney-wide
beginning to promote events, we took a minute
to sit down with the general manager of Sydney’s
“biggest and best celebration of beer” and
veteran of Dave’s Brewery Tours, Liam Pereira.
Australian Brewery sales manager and craft beer
sentient David Ward reports

DW: You are a bit of a Sydney beer icon, how long have you

LP: It’s a combination of a few different things. At the start of

been at Dave’s?

each year we spend a lot of time planning on what we want

LP: I started as a casual tour guide with Dave’s back in
December 2015, so it’s been a while. These days I keep myself
busy working on our events and SBW. I am also general
manager for the Institute of Beer, bringing beer education and
training to the Australian and New Zealand beer industries.
DW: What has been behind the success of Sydney Beer Week
since Dave’s events has taken over?
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that year’s Beer Week to be and how we want it to evolve over
time. We as a team all bring a different set of skills into the mix
to make that happen. The other part is the great work done by
our venues and breweries, who put on some awesome events.
DW: You’ve had success bringing more events to regional
Sydney, what was the thought process behind this?
LP: As Dave’s Travel and Events Group we have always been

BEER BUSINESS
big supporters of Australia’s regional breweries, beer venues

LP: It’s hard to restrict it down to a just a few. Our partner

and regional Australia. A key focus for us was to work to make

venues and breweries have really stepped up their game, and

Sydney Beer Week a celebration not just for the inner city and

the quality of this year’s events is really impressive. For me

CBD, but for Sydney as a whole.

the Opening Gala is a great fun night, and really sets the tone

DW: Making the event about beer in general seems to have
brought more mainstream interest to the week. Do you see
this as important for the growth of beer in Sydney in general,
and specifically Sydney beer week?
LP: The dropping of “craft” from the festival name last year
reflected where see Australia’s beer industry now and the
direction it is going. Sydney Beer Week is a celebration of beer
as a whole.
Part of our job in growing Sydney Beer Week and bringing the
joy of beer to more people is to bring it to a larger audience.
But I also feel this is indicative of the growth of our industry as
a whole, and the wide variety of beer consumer preferences.
Helping people navigate the awesome array of beers available
now and helping them develop a rich appreciation of beer,
from macro lager to micro or craft styles, is a vital part of what
we do. Today’s beer market is all about choice; consumers

for the whole week. On a selfish note, the Hair of the Dog
Breakfast on the second Saturday is one I always look forward
to, because it’s always great fun and is the last of my official
duties for the week.
DW: The artwork and line-up for the official Sydney beer week
beer is starting to look pretty impressive. Why do you think
venues should put them up during the week?
LP: I am really excited for this year’s official SBW beers.
Working with the team at The Australian Brewery we
have developed a beer which matches our goals of being
educational, informative, new and exciting. The artwork looks
great and I think really captures the essence of Sydney Beer
Week. Working with Bintani and HPA we have been able to use
some great ingredients and a new experimental hop variety. I
think it will be a great addition to any venue tap list for Sydney
Beer Week.

have access to a larger range of beers than ever before, and
we see SBW as needing to reflect that.
DW: What are the events you are looking forward to the most?

More information can be found about Sydney beer week at
https://sydneybeerweek.com.au
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SPORT BUSINESS

FOOTY FINALS:

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
The footy finals are in full swing and punters are piling into pubs and
clubs around the country to catch some September action.
Feel you’re not quite up to speed on what’s happened in the NRL and AFL
so far this season? Sportsyear has put together the ‘Bartender’s Guide to
Footy Finals’. Patrick Galloway reports

NRL

Melbourne Storm

At time writing, the second week of the NRL Finals is done and

Defending premiers. Squeaky clean. You know the type.

dusted and four teams remain, vying for Premiership glory.

Sydney Roosters
The NRL’s glamour club, boasting plenty of big-name players.
The Roosters are only 80 minutes’ away from the decider after
beating the Sharks in week one.
Stuck in a conversation with a Roosters fan? Chuck in a remark
about their high-flying owner Nick Politis (Puh-ly-tis); buys up
all the talent in the competition, with no expense spared!
The Tricolours clinched the minor premiership on points

Despite the departure of marquee halfback Cooper Cronk to
the Roosters this season, the Melbourne machine keeps on
motoring.
Like the Roosters, the Storm have already qualified for the
preliminary finals after defeating the South Sydney Rabbitohs
in a one-point thriller in week one.
Captain Cameron Smith gets better with age while five-eighth
Cameron Munster has emerged as a bona fide superstar.

South Sydney Rabbitohs

differential and will be hoping to do the double and snatch the

The Rabbitohs lost their week one finals clash but a top four

main silverware.

regular season finish netted them a second chance.
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SPORT BUSINESS
Burgess, Damien Cook and Greg Inglis are just a few of the

AFL

world-class players on their books.

There are four teams left in the AFL finals.

The Rabbitohs have won more premierships than any other

Richmond Tigers

Souths certainly have the personnel to go all the way; Sam

team, with 21, last tasting glory in 2014.

Minor premiers and 2017 flag winners, and heavy favourites

“Glory glory” is the start of the club song. Mention those word

to go back-to-back. Richmond has a star-studded side that

to patrons wearing red and green as you hand over schooners

includes reigning Brownlow Medal winner Dustin Martin,

and you’ll have a friend – just don’t ask any of the team for a

and Tom Mitchell, who is widely tipped to receive the game’s

Facebook live chat.

greatest individual honour this year.
They take on Collingwood on Friday for a spot in the decider.
Epic.

Collingwood Magpies
The most supported team in the AFL (but also possibly the
most hated). Chaired by Eddie McGuire, the Magpies have had
a marvellous season in returning to the finals for the first time
in five years.
The club is chasing its first flag since 2010.

West Coast Eagles
West Coast booked a home preliminary final with a captivating
16-point win over Collingwood in week one.

Cronulla Sharks

While the Eagles are seemingly well-placed for a tilt at the

Gunning for their second Grand Final appearance in three

Sheppard.

years. The Sharks went down in the opening week of the
finals, but produced an inspired win last weekend against the
Dragons.

flag, a hamstring injury has ruled out reliable defender Brad

Regardless, many experts still believe the team can win the
flag.

Cronulla is renowned for a gritty style of play – something

Melbourne Demons

that works well in the grind of semi-final footy. Fullback

The fairy tale story of 2018; after 12 long years out of the

Valentine Holmes is arguably the NRL’s form player. But, he’s a

finals, the Demons marked their finals return with a 29-point

Queenslander.

win against Geelong. They will face West Coast on Saturday.

For venues looking to
capitalise on live sport
and digitally automate
an effective, on-point
live sports schedule for
patrons, check out the
Sportsyear Engine.
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NEWS

PROPERTY SHIFTS
In August Redcape continued its portfolio reshuffle, selling the
big Belrose Hotel back to the Bayfields. The classic suburban
pub in the northern beaches peninsula has seen generations
of locals, with a demographic gradually shifting toward the
upwardly mobile and higher socio-economic population seen
today.
The Bayfield family are institutions of the so-called ‘insular
peninsula’, having dominated the area for many years with
owner-operations at the Newport Arms, Belrose and Dee Why
Hotels, and the highly successful Bayfields-branded liquor
outlets.
Before accepting a big-ticket price for The Newport from
Merivale in early 2015, the family had divested the Belrose to
Redcape in 2012, for around $23 million.
Since the wholesale acquisition of Redcape by Moelis, the
Group has been executing a strategic shake-up ahead of an
anticipated $1bn IPO rumoured to be as soon as this year.
After parting with the Doonside Hotel now Belrose, they have
recently acquired Ryan family’s ‘Rising’ Sun Hotel for $20m,
BAM’s Vauxhall Hotel for $40m, then Momento’s Australian
Hotel & Brewery for $50m.

“Given the amount of renovation work we currently have in
the pipeline across our portfolio, the lease deal suited us well,
and we wish Steve and his team all the best in taking the
venue forward,” said Levy.
***
Patrick Gallagher has joined the ranks of the banana-benders,
buying Jaz Mooney’s thumping Meadowbrook Hotel in
Queensland’s golden mile. The large-format pub was built
in the 90s on a 5,934sqm site in Meadowbrook, between
Brisbane and the Gold Coast. It counts multiple bars, an
alfresco restaurant, 20 pub-style accommodation rooms, new
gaming room with 40 EGMs, TAB, Keno, and a drive-through
bottleshop.
Mooney acquired it in 2015, building its performance to
become one of Queensland’s Top20 gaming pubs. But
ploughing resources into future opportunities to the north, he
reluctantly determined to divest.
“What I can say about Meadowbrook is simple – a fantastic
cash flow asset that continually performs. We’re essentially
cashing out of that, but in another day, another time we
would keep it. We wish Paddy and his family, and family of
hotels, all the best for a great hotel.”
Following an extensive process of approvals, Gallagher
secured the rare 39-year Meadowbrook leasehold for $6
million, representing his introduction to the Sunshine State.
“We’re excited – our first one – not necessarily saying there
will be any more.”

LEVY REOPENS SURRY
HILLS’ STAR AS LOOK
TO THE FUTURE
Marcus Levy opened his reinvented pub in Surry Hills, leaving
behind the grunge of the old Evening Star for a sophisticated
female-friendly cheeky offering to the locals and residents.
Following extensive renovation, Marcus Levy sold his
Seabreeze Hotel business to Coast king Steven Hunt. The
Seabreeze is a broad offering on a generous block overlooking
Nelson Bay, around an hour north-east of Newcastle.
Levy’s Marvan Hotel Group executed a multi-million-dollar
renovation on the freehold going concern that secured Best
Pub-Style Accommodation, and Chef of the Year – Country, at
the AHA NSW Awards for Excellence.
Having settled into his new Irish-themed Finnian’s Tavern
at Port Macquarie, Steven Hunt was looking to add another
operation to his mixed stable – also finding nomination for
multiple AHA awards, taking home Best Traditional Hotel Bar –
Country for the Rutherford Hotel.
An off-market transaction through HTL Property sees the Hunt
clan take on a brand new 25-year lease at the Seabreeze for
$4.5 million, as Marvan Hotels looks to focus on other projects.
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The precinct today knows more office workers and fashion
labels, and city-dwelling residents in modern high-rise
apartments. A complete remake of the former ‘Evil Star’ is
described as “classic architecture with retro-futuristic styling”,
bringing a pub far more like a bar-restaurant but with a
gaming room too.
The new theme moniker – Gweilo, Cantonese slang for
‘ghost man’ – is a tongue-in-cheek nod to the Asian-inspired
décor and menu, and futuristic styling that is both female and
reminiscent of Blade Runner, by designer Paul Kelly.
“We want people to sit in here all afternoon, drink, listen to
music and have a laugh,” says Kelly.
Levy’s Marvan Hotels note that the design concept is to “create
a theatre, where the interior is the set and the food is the star”.
The star-maker is chef Seb Gee, producing a contemporary
Chinese menu with a western twist, inspired by street food.

NEWS
PHMG UNVEILS NEW
TOXTETH FOR A
MODERN GLEBE
Public House Management Group (PHMG) reopened the
reinvented Toxteth Hotel following a comprehensive sixmonth renovation.
PHMG bought the inner-west pub early 2017 for $22 million
from Riversdale Group. The ‘Tocky’ holds special memories
for CEO Mitchell Waugh, being where he got his start in
hospitality, working as an 18-year-old for the Murphy family.
Returning decades later to buy it, PHMG planned a broad
new look for the historic Glebe pub, in a suburb boasting
thousands of families, with an average of 1.6 children. The
updated family-oriented concept incorporates new food and
beverage menus, cocktail offering, events packages and an
interior design makeover.
Group executive chef Ben Varela produced a menu
emphasising vegetarian and vegan options, and group bars
manager Kurtis Bosley constructed a unique new cocktail
menu and wine list, including several of both on tap.
The courtyard now enjoys a retractable roof, and outdoors
made its way inside via foliage walls and timber finishes. There
will be regular entertainment and events, such as weekend
acoustic sessions, and Sunday ‘crafternoons’ with local
brewers, and the upper level has been converted to a modern
function space for up to 120-pax.

meeting between several dozen publicans and Blacktown
Mayor, Stephen Bali.
“What better way of getting connected, than through the
industry of hotels. If we know what the challenges are and
we know what the pubs and clubs are doing, we can actually
support them. It makes more sense and a more cohesive city.”
“I’ve been a publican for 56 years, it’s the first time a man’s
ever called us in to have a chat,” responded Laundy. “Stephen
is very excited about this area and how quickly it’s developing.
It’s not difficult to get excited with him, because he leads with
enthusiasm.”

Back from the very public sell-down of the bulk of its portfolio,
Riversdale is looking to its future and further acquisitions. It is
operator for John Singleton, Geoff Dixon and Mark Carnegie’s
$300m Australian Pub Fund, which burst into prominence in
2011 with a string of acquisitions.
As valuations on the portfolio flagships reached what many
considered market peak, the celebrity backers decided to
call time and APF ended 2016 with a bang, selling three
pubs at once for $48 million, followed shortly by the Toxteth,
Marlborough, Kinselas and Vic on the Park.
Riversdale frontmen Andrew Gibbs and Jay Beecroft remained
coy on the future of the remaining three venues in the stable,
until speculation on a complete sell-down was quashed by
the first new purchase in several years, beyond Sydney, with
Newcastle’s Lambton Park Hotel.
“I just think the industry is in great shape at the moment,”
reports Riversdale CEO Gibbs. “It’s great to see publicans
reinvesting in their businesses and making them better. The
industry is flying … it’s just fun to be a part of.”

REGULATORS CIRCLE AS
ALH INVESTIGATION FINDS
IMPROPRIETY
LAUNDY AND RIVERSDALE
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
Last month the mayor of Blacktown joined Arthur Laundy
and distinguished guests to mark a construction milestone for
the Marsden Park pub-brewery and a step forward for pubgovernment collaboration.
In March Laundy Hotels celebrated the official start of
construction at the Marsden Hotel & Brewhouse in Sydney
Business Park, 53 kilometres west of the CBD, in Blacktown
LGA. The 12-month project brings a large-format Hotel on
5,900sqm, with family dining, public bars, kids’ play areas,
outdoor sports and games, and a brewery producing up to
25,000HL. It represented years of planning, and a collaborative

Earlier this year accusations emerged that the majority
Woolworths-owned ALH was engaging in questionable acts
to try to attract and retain gaming patrons, particularly highrollers, centred around claims staff were keeping a database of
information on key patrons to aid each other in encouraging
them to spend more time and money in the rooms.
Parent company, the ASX-listed Woolworths (WOW),
announced an internal review, and has now confirmed that
staff in 22 of its pubs, across three States, were involved
with collecting and sharing personal patron information
and providing free drinks. Fairfax reported Bruce Mathieson
disclosing staff had been sacked as a result of the
investigation, but it was not specified whether gaming room
staff or management.
The WOW internal review is central to ongoing investigations
by regulators in three states.
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